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Abstract
A Kirkman packing design KPD ({w; s∗}; v) is a resolvable packing with maximum possible
number of parallel classes, each class containing one block of size s and all other blocks of
size w. A (t; w)-threshold scheme is a way of distributing partial information (shadows) to w
participants, so that any t of them can easily calculate a key, but no subset of fewer than
t participants can determine the key. In this paper we improve the existence results on KPD
({3; s∗}; v) for s = 4; 5. We also obtain some results on KPD ({4; s∗}; v) for s = 5; 6. These
results can be used to give some new (2; w)-threshold schemes.
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1. Introduction
A packing of X is a collection of subsets of X (called blocks) such that any pair of
distinct points from X occur together in at most one block in the collection. Denote by
P(K; v) a packing on v points with block sizes all in K . A packing is called resolvable if
its block set admits a partition into parallel classes, each parallel class being a partition
of the point set X . A Kirkman packing, denoted by KP (K; v), is a resolvable P(K; v).
A Kirkman packing design, denoted by KPD ({w; s∗}; v), is a resolvable packing of a
v-set by the maximum possible number m(v) of parallel classes, each class containing
one block of size s and all other blocks of size w. We usually write KPD (w; v)
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instead of KPD ({w; w∗}; v). In [5,8,14], such a design is also called Kirkman school
project design or Kirkman packing design when w=3 and s∈{2; 4}. When w= s=3,
such a design is called Kirkman triple system KTS(v) if v ≡ 3 (mod 6) or nearly
Kirkman triple system NKTS(v) if v ≡ 0 (mod 6). The known results concerning KPD
({3; s∗}; v) for s¿ 3 are as follows.
Theorem 1.1 (Ray and Wilson [15]). There exists a KPD (3; v) containing (v− 1)=2
parallel classes for every v ≡ 3 (mod 6).
Theorem 1.2 (Baker and Wilson [1], Brouwer [3], Kotzig and Rosa [13], Rees and
Stinson [16]). There exists a KPD (3; v) containing (v − 2)=2 parallel classes for
every v ≡ 0 (mod 6), and v¿ 18.
Theorem 1.3 ( FCernGy et al. [5], Phillips [14]). There exists a KPD ({3; 4∗}; v) con-
taining (v − 3)=2 parallel classes for every v ≡ 1 (mod 3) with v¿ 25 except
possibly for v= 55; 61; 67; 73; 85; 109.
Theorem 1.4 (Cao and Zhu [4]). (i) For every v ≡ 2 (mod 6) and v¿ 32, there ex-
ists a KPD ({3; 5∗}; v) with (v− 8)=2 parallel classes. (ii) For every v ≡ 5 (mod 6),
v¿ 227 and v∈{41; 47; 53; 65; 71; 77; 131; 143; 161; 167; 191; 209; 215; 221}, there ex-
ists a KPD ({3; 5∗}; v) with (v− 7)=2 parallel classes.
For w = 4, many authors have done much work on KPD (4; v). Until now, the
existence of KPD (4; v) for v ≡ 0 (mod 12) is solved with a possible exception
v = 372 [18,19,10,11]. A KPD (4; v) is indeed a (v; 4; 1)-RBIBD if v ≡ 4 (mod 12),
its existence has been completely solved [12]. The existence of KPD (4; v) for v ≡
8 (mod 12) is almost completely solved with 43 possible exceptions [11].
Resolvable packings have been studied by many researchers and found to have a
number of applications. Especially, Stinson and Vanstone have given some applications
in threshold schemes. In this paper we shall generalize their ideas and use Kirkman
packing designs to give some new (2; w)-threshold schemes. The results in Theo-
rem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 will be updated. We also obtain some KPD ({4; s∗}; v)s
for s= 5; 6.
2. Threshold schemes
Let X be a set of v elements (shadows), and let K be a set of m elements (keys).
A (t; w)-threshold scheme is a pair (B; H), where B is a set of b (distinct) w-subsets
of X (blocks), and H:B→ K , such that the following properties are satisKed:
1. Any t shadows determine at most one key (i.e., for every t-subset S of X , |{H(B): S ⊆
B∈B}|= 0 or 1).
2. Any set of fewer than t shadows that occur in a block do not determine a unique
key (i.e., for every t′-subset S ′ of X , where t′¡t, |{H(B): S ′ ⊆ B∈B}|¿ 1).
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If any set of t′ (t′¡t) shadows cannot obtain any partial information about the key,
then the threshold scheme is said to be perfect.
Threshold schemes were Krst introduced by Shamir [17] and Blakley [2] in 1979.
Since then, many constructions have been given for threshold schemes. In 1988, Stinson
and Vanstone [21] gave some constructions for perfect threshold schemes using certain
combinatorial designs, called partitionable Steiner systems S(t; w; v). A partitionable
S(2; w; v) is indeed a (v; w; 1)-RBIBD. For given w, if there exists a (v; w; 1)-RBIBD,
then v must satisfy v ≡ w (modw(w − 1)). What about the corresponding threshold
schemes when v ≡ w (modw(w − 1))? In this case, we shall use a Kirkman packing
design KPD (w; s∗; v) (w¿ s) to obtain (2; w)-threshold schemes.
Suppose (X;A) is a KPD ({w; s∗}; v) (w¿ s). The following protocol is used for
secret sharing. First of all, the given KPD is made known to all the participants. Let
X be the set of possible shadows and the label of the parallel classes Pi 1; 2; : : : ; m(v)
be possible keys. Suppose dealer D wants to “share” a secret key K (16K6m(v))
among a group of w other people. D choose at random a shadow x∈X . So there
is a unique block B∈PK such that x∈B. If |B| = w, D then gives each of the w
participants a diPerent shadow in B. If |B|= s, D choose at random (w− 1)-subset B1
of B − {x} and then gives each of the w participants a diPerent shadow in B1 ∪ {x}.
Suppose a subset of two participants wishes to determine the key. Let {y; z} denote
the set of their shadows. They can Knd the block B∈PK such that {y; z} ⊆ B. Then
the key is K .
Suppose that there is a probability distribution on the set of keys {1; 2; : : : ; m} of
keys of the threshold scheme (X;A). We also suppose that, for every key K , the
shadows are chosen with equal probability. We can prove, as Chen and Stinson did in
[6], p(K) = p(K |{x}) for every key K and for every shadow x,
p(K |{x}) = p(K)p({x}|K)
p({x}) =
p(K)p({x}|K)∑
k p(k)p({x}|k)
:
However, for any key k, p({x}|k) is independent of k. Then
p(K |{x}) = p({x}|k)p(K)
p({x}|k) ∑k p(k) =
p(K)∑
k p(k)
= p(K):
p(K) = p(K |{x}) shows that the threshold scheme is perfect. So, we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. If there exists a KPD ({w; s∗}; v) (s¿w), then there exists a perfect
(2; w)-threshold scheme with m(v) possible keys.
According to the deKnition of KPD, it is easy to see that
m(v)
((
s
2
)
+ (b− 1)
(
w
2
))
6
(
v
2
)
;
where b= (v− s+ w)=w. So, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. m(v)6 v(v− 1)=((w − 1)v+ s(s− w)).
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In fact, this upper bound for m(v) in Lemma 2.2 cannot always be obtained. For ex-
ample, [4, Lemma 1.1] gave a more accurate upper bound for m(v) of KPD ({3; 5∗}; v).
For later use we list the upper bound of the number of the parallel classes in KPD
({k; s∗}; v)s for k = 3; 4.
Lemma 2.3. If there exists a KPD ({3; s∗}; v), then m(v)6 n(v), where
n(v) =


⌊
v−1
2
⌋
v ≡ 0 (mod 3) and s= 3;⌊
v−3
2
⌋
v ≡ 1 (mod 3) and s= 4;⌊
v−7
2
⌋
v ≡ 2 (mod 3) and s= 5:
Lemma 2.4. If there exists a KPD ({4; s∗}; v), then m(v)6 n(v), where
n(v) =


⌊
v−1
3
⌋
v ≡ 0 (mod 4) and s= 4;⌊
v−3
3
⌋
v ≡ 1 (mod 4) and s= 5;⌊
v−5
3
⌋
v ≡ 2 (mod 4) and s= 6;⌊
v−8
3
⌋
v ≡ 3 (mod 4) and s= 7:
3. Frames and IKPDs
In this section, we shall give some deKnitions and the ‘Filling in Holes’ construction.
For both direct constructions and recursive constructions, we shall use frames.
A group-divisible design (GDD) is a triple (X;G;B) which satisKes the following
properties: (i) X is a Knite set of points, (ii) G is a partition of X into subsets called
groups, (iii) B is a set of subsets of X (called blocks), such that a group and a block
contain at most one common point, and every pair of points from distinct groups occur
in exactly one block.
The type of a GDD is the multiset {|G| :G ∈G}. We denote the type by 1u12u2 : : :,
where there are precisely ui occurrences of i, i¿ 1. The set of block sizes is denoted
by K . A k-GDD is a GDD in which all the blocks have size k. A transversal design
TD(k; n) is a k-GDD of type nk . It is idempotent if it contains a parallel class of
blocks.
A GDD(X;G;B) is called frame resolvable if its block set B can be partitioned
into frame parallel classes, each class being a partition of X − Gj for some Gj ∈G.
A k-frame is a frame resolvable GDD in which all the blocks have size k. It is well
known that to each Gj there are exactly |Gj|=(k − 1) frame parallel classes of triples
that partition X − Gj. The groups in a k-frame are often considered as holes. The
existence results of 3-frame has been solved completely by Stinson. Some papers have
been published on 4-frame and the results were updated by Ge recently.
Theorem 3.1 (Stinson [20]). There exists a 3-frame of type gu if and only if u¿ 4,
g is even and g(u− 1) ≡ 0 (mod 3).
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Theorem 3.2 (Ge [9]). There exists a 4-frame of type gu if and only if u¿ 5, g ≡
0 (mod 3) and g(u− 1) ≡ 0 (mod 4), except possibly where
(1) g= 36 and u∈{8; 12};
(2) g= 24 and u= 12;
(3) g ≡ 6 (mod 12), g = 18 and u∈{7; 19; 23; 27; 35; 39; 43; 47; 63; 67};
(4) g= 18 and u∈{15; 17; 19; 23; 27; 39}.
In order to use the ‘Filling in Holes’ construction, we need the notion of an in-
complete Kirkman packing design (IKPD). Suppose k ∈{3; 4} and n(v) be the same
as deKned in Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4. Let a = v − (k − 1)n(v) and v ≡ h ≡
a (mod k(k − 1)). For h¿ a, an IKPD ({k; s∗}; v; h) is deKned to be a triple (V;H;B)
which satisKes the following properties:
(1) V is a v-set of points, H is a h-subset of V (called a hole) and B is a collection
of subsets of V (called blocks), each block having size k or s;
(2) |H ∩ B|6 1 for all B∈B;
(3) any two points of V appear either in H or in at most one block of B;
(4) B admits a partition into (v − h)=(k − 1) parallel classes, each consists of one
block of size s and (v− s)=k blocks of size k on V , and (h− a)=(k − 1) auxiliary
parallel classes, each consists of (v− h)=k blocks of size k on V\H .
Now we can state the following ‘Filling in Holes’ construction.
Lemma 3.3. If there exist a k-frame of type g1; : : : ; gu, IKPD ({k; s∗}; gi + h; h)s
for 16 i¡u, and a KPD ({k; s∗}; gu + h), then a KPD ({k; s∗}; h +
∑u
i=1 gi)
exists.
Proof. For 16 i¡ s, there are gi=(k − 1) frame parallel classes missing the group of
size gi, and the same number of parallel classes in the IKPD ({k; s∗}; gi + h; h); match
them up arbitrarily, placing the gi points of the IKPD on the ith group of the frame
and the h points in its hole on h new points.
Next, each IKPD contains (h− a)=(k − 1) auxiliary parallel classes of triples. From
unions of these with (h − a)=(k − 1) parallel classes of the KPD ({k; s∗}; gu + h), to
form (h−a)=(k−1) additional parallel classes. There remain gu=(k−1) parallel classes
of the KPD ({k; s∗}; gu+h), which can be matched arbitrarily with the gu=(k−1) frame
parallel classes of the uth group to complete the construction.
In order to use the ‘Filling in Holes’ construction illustrated above, we will require
Kirkman frames in which the holes are not necessarily all of the same size. To get
these, we use the following ‘Weighting’ construction (see, e.g. Stinson [20]).
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that there is a K-GDD of type gt11 g
t2
2 · · · gtmm and that for each
k ∈K there is a w-frame of type hk . Then there is a w-frame of type (hg1)t1 (hg2)t2 · · ·
(hgm)tm .
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4. KPD ({3; 4∗}; v)s update
In this section, we shall improve the known results on the existence of KPD
({3; 4∗}; v)s by giving the direct constructions for these unsolved values in Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 4.1. There is a KPD ({3; 4∗}; 55).
Proof. Take the point set V =Z13×{1; 2; 3; 4}∪H , H={∞1;∞2;∞3}. The 26 parallel
classes will be generated mod 13 from two initial parallel classes P1 and P2. The blocks
of the initial parallel classes are listed below.
P1: 11121314 213244 224233 526224 7210254 822374
314171 435373 6310334 8364104 8494114 51101121
6102113 8112293 9111204 11192∞1 01123∞2 03124∞3
P2: 114293104 2112102 310263 6112234 1012254 5173123
12133103 710384 8143114 1118344 412494 0174124
329253 6211213 7211314 2364∞1 8204∞2 9152∞3.
Lemma 4.2. There is a KPD ({3; 4∗}; v) for v= 61; 73; 85; 109.
Proof. Take the point set V = Zt × {1; 2} ∪ H; t = (v− 3)=2, H = {∞1;∞2;∞3}. The
(v − 3)=2 parallel classes will be generated mod t from an initial parallel class. The
blocks of the initial parallel class for each v are listed below.
v= 61: 11211232 192262272 221251271 41101141 7115152 9118142
11123182 12126162 1610172 17128192 24112202 31152212
6122222 81112162 131201242 102202232 132172282 51182∞1
191252∞2 211142∞3
v= 73: 11211232 132192242 6125142 241292302 29172212 31131161
151231301 51272342 20122152 9121122 81162322 101141172
271321222 191331102 26101232 171281341 41152252 71112262
111202282 9212202 142182312 12182∞1 181332∞2 31162∞3
v= 85: 11211232 331302392 151231342 14130122 131201321 171221122
11138172 3135182 24192362 311112232 41242282 101361402
211271142 6181152 371132192 26231202 51251281 121161401
191291372 42202382 181162332 01222352 91391252 5262272
212292322 71102∞1 261172∞2 341182∞3
v= 109: 11211232 91132302 121171261 71471252 131351462 151481412
331152282 341451222 111281502 32101232 221461521 361422452
391442522 332402512 311381342 3137202 21137142 411162492
61141161 51401431 18130122 101441292 8162352 491382432
41291192 191112362 50172262 231271392 251511122 52202322
82172472 92102312 142182242 201272∞1 241482∞2 421212∞3.
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Lemma 4.3. There is a KPD ({3; 4∗}; 67).
Proof. Take the point set (Z32×{1; 2})∪H , H ={∞1;∞2;∞3}. The rth parallel class
Pr will consist of two parts Qr and Fr , 06 r6 31. The main part Qr will be generated
from Q0 modulo 32. We assume that the ith 3-frame of type 24 is based on the set
{i; 8+ i; 16+ i; 24+ i}× {1; 2}. Suppose r =8j+ i, 06 j6 3 and 06 i6 7. Take Fr
to be the frame parallel class with the hole {r}×{1; 2} in the ith 3-frame. The blocks
in Q0 are listed below.
Q0: 01110222 311182192 21172312 3171131 29192142 121231301
91181211 261281212 101152282 191222252 221112262 41171302
51201272 15162132 61111202 1272292 32122232 141102∞1
25142∞2 27152∞3.
Theorem 4.4. For every v ≡ 1 (mod 3) and v¿ 25, there exists a KPD ({3; 4∗}; v)
with (v− 3)=(2) parallel classes.
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 we need only to deal with the orders v∈{55; 61; 67; 73; 85; 109}.
The order v= 55 comes from Lemma 4.1. The orders v∈{61; 73; 85; 109} come from
Lemma 4.2. The order v= 67 comes from Lemma 4.3.
5. KPD ({3; 5∗}; v)s update
In this section, we shall improve the known results on the existence of KPD
({3; 5∗}; v)s in Theorem 1.4 by giving the direct constructions for some designs of
small order and using them to obtain some large order designs.
Lemma 5.1. There exist a KPD ({3; 5∗}; 35) and an IKPD ({3; 5∗}; 35; 7).
Proof. We construct a KPD ({3; 5∗}; 35) on the point set V = Z7 × {1; 2; 3; 4} ∪ H ,
H = {∞1; : : : ; ∞7}. The required 14 parallel classes will be generated mod 7 from
two initial parallel classes P1 and P2. The blocks in P1 and P2 are as follow:
P1: 1121411213 314252 513314 613444 0123∞1 2243∞2
3263∞3 6224∞4 0254∞5 5304∞6 0364∞7
P2: 1232033404 212444 420253 334363 5264∞1 6154∞2
0114∞3 1123∞4 5113∞5 3162∞6 4122∞7
It is easy to see that this KPD is indeed an IKPD ({3; 5∗}; 35; 7).
Lemma 5.2. There is a KPD ({3; 5∗}; 59).
Proof. Take the point set V =Z13×{1; 2; 3; 4}∪H , H={∞1; : : : ; ∞7}. The 26 parallel
classes will be generated mod 13 from two initial parallel classes P1 and P2. The
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blocks of the initial parallel classes are listed below.
P1: 1121121314 315181 4111122 6110124 713244 425272
6210223 823353 437334 6310374 8364104 5411404
91112∞1 12103∞2 0184∞3 92123∞4 122113∞5 0294∞6
93124∞7
P2: 11227283124 215273 318263 411254 8132104 7133113
10153123 12193103 5184114 4210234 1122394 1221424
6102∞7 11143∞6 9104∞5 0174∞4 6203∞3 9244∞2
1364∞1
Lemma 5.3. There is a KPD ({3; 5∗}; 95).
Proof. Take the point set (Z44 × {1; 2}) ∪ H , H = {∞1; : : : ; ∞7}. The rth parallel
class Pr will consist of two parts Qr and Fr , 06 r6 44. The main part Qr will be
generated from Q0 modulo 44. We assume that the ith 3-frame of type 24 is based on
the set {i; 11+ i; 22+ i; 33+ i}×{1; 2}. Suppose r=11j+ i, 06 j6 3 and 06 i6 10.
Take Fr to be the frame parallel class with the hole {r} × {1; 2} in the ith 3-frame.
The blocks in Q0 are listed below.
Q0: 0111310242 172242422 2161121 162312362 51142282 71211281
41161292 261411212 81171382 311391372 181122352 201401252
23172102 241202262 271342432 15132302 9134122 13130152
251381431 141421322 92402412 132152232 10112∞1 191272∞2
291392∞3 32182∞4 351182∞5 36162∞6 371192∞7
Lemma 5.4. There is a KPD ({3; 5∗}; v) for v∈{89; 101; 113; 125; 137; 149}.
Proof. Take the point set V = Zt ×{1; 2} ∪H , t = (v− 7)=2, H = {∞1; : : : ; ∞7}. The
(v− 7)=2 parallel classes will be generated mod t from an initial parallel class P. For
each v, P contains the following blocks:
v= 89: 1121411252 30192162 311182212 181342392 152282292 7101222
24137172 19125132 61141321 121281102 9138142 51361132
161401332 171112262 231122362 21162172 351391272 142232352
131221331 151201341 19225202 302382402 3182∞1 81202∞2
101242∞3 11122∞4 261322∞5 271372∞6 291312∞7
v= 101: 1121411252 28101112 331122192 361411451 8292422 91231461
72262372 31151302 81202322 29140132 101182382 251421172
11138102 181431162 16142412 171132352 321222452 341272292
211371442 301152462 191102252 61141351 131201261 121271142
22232312 342402432 51242∞1 71212∞2 221392∞3 24162∞4
311362∞5 391332∞6 441282∞7
v= 113: 1121411252 16150162 20182252 171402522 33146172 24135122
371102242 181231491 71151282 521212502 281401362 101262472
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191251341 81471511 61261452 311481332 361292302 43115202
182272342 322382512 202232312 141211421 51291122 91271392
11141132 3192372 221381172 39142142 132432482 222422442
121412∞1 131462∞2 301192∞3 321492∞4 441352∞5 451162∞6
01112∞7
v= 125: 1121411252 571382522 291412442 22147192 131211582 141202462
391222292 61181251 20101182 162332342 101191392 71371551
152262532 161492512 23150102 261282572 51421102 561132212
42322482 341441581 271311112 321381552 11153172 281411352
301461562 81521272 172302402 121481372 45182142 91351401
541362452 31241542 32252502 192242432 151232∞1 17122∞2
331122∞3 361472∞4 431312∞5 491422∞6 51162∞7
v= 137: 1121411252 61181381 51271492 19154142 172322462 221291401
261531582 17151172 131361202 451512542 521112352 242502522
43132302 37101142 71182362 24141122 561601282 621552602
101262572 311442612 631332392 102292402 231312412 15125162
461482562 201491432 391272342 331571192 321581212 111301551
641162372 12161182 122252452 3191591 81161211 281421622
22264202 382472632 141592∞1 341532∞2 35192∞3 441152∞4
471132∞5 481232∞6 501422∞7
v= 149: 1121411252 681272622 321691142 641472592 411501302 7122132
181241431 462512572 201521182 41261202 191482502 531312392
271522552 281361382 3181621 44192662 111371551 161511581
421461102 51451172 171391582 101481212 701252442 121261192
211491672 91331422 61541671 151351651 162602692 59122262
01132562 471352642 25142492 561122432 14130162 341112242
611222452 631322542 291401632 7282232 202372702 332402652
131342∞1 231292∞2 311362∞3 381532∞4 571282∞5 601682∞6
661152∞7.
Theorem 5.5. For every v ≡ 2 (mod 3), v¿ 20 and v ∈ {23; 26; 29; 83; 107; 155; 173;
179; 197}, there exists a KPD ({3; 5∗}; v) with (v− 7)=2 parallel classes.
Proof. The order v=35; 59; 95 comes from Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, respectively. Lemma
5.4 provides the orders v∈{89; 101; 113; 125; 137; 149}. For v= 119; 203, with frames
of types 284 and 287 from Theorem 3.1 we apply Lemma 3.3 with h = 7 to Kll in
‘holes’ using IKPD ({3; 5∗}; 35; 7) and KPD ({3; 5∗}; 35). Thus we obtain a KPD
({3; 5∗}; 119) and a KPD ({3; 5∗}; 203). Similarly with frames of type 424 and 425 we
apply Lemma 3.3 with h= 17 to Kll in ‘holes’ using IKPD ({3; 5∗}; 59; 17) and KPD
({3; 5∗}; 59) from [4]. Thus we obtain a KPD ({3; 5∗}; 185) and a KPD ({3; 5∗}; 227).
Then combine Theorem 1.4, the proof is complete.
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6. Some results on KPD ({4; s∗}; v)s
In this section, we shall investigate the existence of KPD ({4; s∗}; v)s for s= 5; 6.
Lemma 6.1. There exist a KPD ({4; 5∗}; v) and an IKPD ({4; 5∗}; v; 5) for v =
41; 53; 65; 77.
Proof. Let G=Zn, n=(v−5)=3. We take the point set (Zn×{1; 2; 3})∪{∞1; : : : ;∞5}.
The blocks of the initial parallel class for each v are listed below.
v= 41: 1213112141 510172102 6110183113 425292103 62435393
3111273∞1 718233∞2 810223∞3 913203∞4 1112263∞5
v= 53: 1121123213 315181151 412272112 711320283 1418292123
111337303 12193143153 62122113133 61142103∞1 915223∞2
10115253∞3 13110243∞4 014263∞5
v= 65: 31813212233 51612293 14115243163 1110113283 131182103123
19192172133 425272112 2141161102 11115118173 1262113143
6315319303 7102183∞1 9116223∞2 121142173∞3 1718253∞4
0119213∞5
v= 77: 93193121171182 6311361212 123111211192 14318162112 2139192232
01113171 2110142152 51201162133 02123272 2210243153
52202163131 03133373 2310341151 53203161132 8322182∞1
173231222∞2 183191142∞3 22381122∞4 233141172∞5.
Lemma 6.2. There exist a KPD ({4; 6∗}; 50) and an IKPD ({4; 6∗}; 50; 5).
Proof. We construct a KPD ({4; 6∗}; 50) on the point set (Z15×{1; 2; 3})∪{∞1; : : : ;∞5}.
The blocks of the initial parallel class are listed below.
v= 50: 112112321363 3110113162 8112114153 529212201 42132142103
233314371 73930382 41112133∞1 510283∞2 6110243∞3
9172113∞4 11122123∞5
It is easy to see that this KPD is indeed an IKPD ({4; 6∗}; 50; 5).
Lemma 6.3. There is an IKPD ({4; 6∗}; 58; 10).
Proof. Take the point set (Z16×{1; 2; 3})∪({a}×Z4)∪{∞1; : : : ; ∞6}. {0; 4; 8; 12}×{t},
t = 1; 2; 3, generate the required auxiliary parallel class by +1 modulo 16. The blocks
of the initial parallel class are listed below, where the subscripts on a are evaluated
mod 4.
v= 58: 112112322373 3110113202 1315371131 336362112 416191a0
228292a2 43133143a1 5114203∞1 81152113∞2 11172103∞3
1214293∞4 14112253a3 15110283∞5 0152123∞6.
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Lemma 6.4. There is an IKPD ({4; 6∗}; v; 10) for v= 70; 82.
Proof. Let G=Zn, n=(v−10)=3. We take the point set (Zn×{1; 2; 3})∪{∞1; : : : ;∞10}.
Let B={0; n=4; n=2; 3n=4}, B×{1}, B×{2} and B×{3} together generate the required
auxiliary parallel class by +1 modulo n. The blocks of the initial parallel class for
each v are listed below.
v= 70: 112112321343 315191122 417115123 225292121 7282162183
33173193111 5363143172 61102163∞1 81192133∞2 10162113∞3
131182103∞4 1410273∞5 1614203∞6 17115283∞7 181132123∞8
191112153∞9 0114293∞10
v= 82: 112112321343 1421723373 521527123 8313323303 14316391202
1212018292 41141153223 13116123253 2272112182 3181101231
51192113∞1 61122203∞2 11162213∞3 15102193∞4 171222103∞5
18121263∞6 191102173∞7 211132123∞8 221162183∞9 014293∞10.
Lemma 6.5. There is a KPD ({4; 6∗}; v) for v= 58; 70; 82.
Proof. Note that a KPD ({4; 6∗}; v) has (v − 7)=3 parallel classes and an IKPD
({4; 6∗}; v; 10) has (v− 10)=3 parallel classes and one auxiliary parallel class. Since no
pairs of points in the “hole” are used in the IKPD, we can partition the points in the
“hole” into two blocks of size 6 and 4. Then combine them with the auxiliary parallel
class to form an new parallel class, so we get (v−10)=3+1=(v−7)=3 parallel classes
which can form a KPD ({4; 6∗}; v). Thus this lemma comes from Lemmas 6.3 and
6.4.
For our main results, we need some 4-frames.
Lemma 6.6. (i) There exist a 4-frame of type 6016481 and a 4-frame of type 6016361;
(ii) For each v, v ≡ 0 (mod 12), v¿ 1020, there exists a 4-frame of type 72a60b,
where v= 72a+ 60b, a¿ 5, b¿ 0.
Proof. Let (n0; n1; : : :) be the inKnite sequence of integers deKned as follows. The initial
sequence (n0; : : : ; n11) is (16; 17; 19; 21; 23; 25; 29; 33; 38; 44; 52; 61). Let n11+j = 61 + j
for j¿ 1. From [7, p. 126], an idempotent TD (6; ni) exists for each ni, i¿ 0.
(i) Take an idempotent TD (6; 16), delete one point x in G6 and also delete another
11 or 12 points in G6. Taking the truncated blocks which contains x and G6 as groups,
we can obtain a {5; 6}-GDD of type 51641 or 51631. Now we may apply Lemma 3.4
with weight h= 12 to obtain a 4-frame of type 6016481 or 6016361.
(ii) Let t=v=12. Since v¿ 1020, we have t¿ 85. There exists an integer ni from the
sequence so that 5ni + 56 t6 6ni. This can always be done because 6ni¿ 5ni+1 + 5
for all i¿ 0. Let t=6a+5b, where a¿ 5 and b¿ 0. Form the idempotent TD (6; ni)
with groups G1; : : : ; G6 and blocks B1; : : : ; Bni in one parallel class. Delete b points
in G6 that lie in Bni−b+1; : : : ; Bni when b¿ 1. Taking the truncated blocks B1; : : : ; Bni
as groups, we have formed a GDD of type 6a5b having all blocks of size at least
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Kve. Now we may apply Lemma 3.4 with weight h= 12 to obtain a 4-frame of type
72a60b.
Lemma 6.7. There exists a KPD ({4; 5∗}; v) containing (v− 5)=3 parallel classes for
every v ≡ 5 (mod 12) and v¿ 989.
Proof. By Lemma 6.6(ii), there is a 4-frame of type 72a60b on v′ points, v′ ≡
0 (mod 12) and v′¿ 1020, where a¿ 5 and b¿ 0. Apply Lemma 3.3 with h = 5.
Use IKPD ({4; 5∗}; 77; 5) and IKPD ({4; 5∗}; 65; 5) from Lemma 6.1 to Kll all but one
hole of size 72, and Kll the Knal hole with a KPD ({4; 5∗}; 77) from Lemma 6.1. Then
we obtain a KPD ({4; 5∗}; v), where v= v′ + 5¿ 1025.
A similar construction using the 4-frame of type 6016481 or 6016361 from Lemma
6.6(i) can solve v=1013; 1001, where the needed IKPD ({4; 5∗}; 65; 5), KPD ({4; 5∗};
41) and KPD ({4; 5∗}; 53) come from Lemma 6.1.
The proof of the following Lemma is similar to the proof above. Here the needed
KPDs and IKPDs come from Lemmas 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5.
Lemma 6.8. There exists a KPD ({4; 6∗}; v) containing (v− 7)=3 parallel classes for
every v ≡ 10 (mod 12) and v¿ 1002.
Lemma 6.9. There exists a KPD ({4; 5∗}; 45k+5) containing (v−5)=3 parallel classes
for any positive integer k ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 there is a 4-frame of type 45k for any positive integer k ≡
1 (mod 4). Apply Lemma 3.3 with h = 5, use a KPD ({4; 6∗}; 50) and an IKPD
({4; 6∗}; 50; 5) from Lemma 6.2 to Kll in ‘hole’, then we obtain a KPD ({4; 5∗}; 45k+
5).
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we improve the known results on KPD ({3; 4∗}; v) and KPD ({3; 5∗}; v)
and obtain some results on KPD ({4; s∗}; v). For KPD ({4; s∗}; v), we still have a lot
of work to do. For KPD ({3; s∗}; v) (s=3; 4; 5), there are 10 values of v which remain
undecided. For s = 4, the only unknown order is v = 19. For s = 5, there are nine
values of v left. Now we can use Lemma 2.1 to obtain (2; 3)-threshold schemes for
all v except possibly the following 10 unknown orders:
19; 23; 26; 29; 83; 107; 155; 173; 179; 197:
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